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Lesson 12:

Immortal Time Bias

Immortal Time

• First described by Mitch Gail 1972

• Systematic underestimation of RR
• Not towards the null!

– Treatment looks better than it actually is
• E.g., no effect when actually harmful

• E.g., beneficial when actually no effect

• Term introduced by Samy Suissa 2003

• Alarming number of PE studies affected
– E.g., COPD, metformin -> CA

Immortal Time

• Time during which outcome could not have 
occurred by design (logic, not chance)

• Often before person initiates treatment

• Subject had to remain event free to be 
classified as treated (exposed)

• Incorrect assignment of this zero risk 
untreated pt as treated pt leads to
– Underestimation of risk I treated

– Overestimation of risk in untreated

Immortal Time: Example I

Heart Transplant Study

• Cohort of potential heart transplant 
recipients (t0: registry enrollment)

• Exposure: getting transplant

• Outcome: survival after t0
• Result: Longer survival in those 

actually transplanted

• Causal interpretation?

Heart Transplant Study

• Important reason not to receive transplant: †

• Patients who got transplanted:
– Person-time includes waiting time to transplant

– pt is zero risk = immortal

– pt actually un-transplanted instead of transplanted

• Both mortality rates biased
– Too low in transplanted (immortal person-time)

– Too high in un-transplanted (missing immortal pt)

• Correct classification: no survival advantage

• Separate issue: confounding by indication!

Academy award study

• Longer survival in OSCAR winners vs. 
those nominated (Redelmeier & Sing 2001)

• “Survival” defined as age at death

• Implicit baseline: birth!

• Winners older than those nominated

• Immortal time before OSCAR! 

• Proper reanalysis (baseline at OSCAR win 
or nomination): no difference (Sylvestre et al. 06)

Immortal Time: Example II
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Immortal Time in PE

• Time-based cohorts
– Baseline: calendar date

– Exposure: defined during follow-up

• Immortal time before first script

• Solution: 
– Time-varying exposure assignment

– Time before 1st script is unexposed

– [TS solution: new user design]

• Event-based cohorts
– Baseline: event date (e.g., cancer dx)

– Exposure: defined during follow-up
• Within certain period after event

– Time between baseline and end of 
exposure definition period: immortal

• Chemotherapy vs. no chemotherapy

• Second script

– Solutions
• Time-varying exposure assignment

• “Landmark” t0 to allow treatment assignment

• “Treatment regimen”, repeated trials analyses

Immortal Time in PE

• Exposure-based cohorts
– Baseline for exposed: script date

• E.g., first combined LABA + inhaled steroid

– Baseline for unexposed: arbitrary date
• E.g., first any bronchodilator
• And no LABA or steroid during follow-up

– Hierarchical definition of exposure
– Time before LABA + steroid: immortal

• Excluded from unexposed pt!

– Solution: never exclude patients based on 
future treatments (“clean” cohorts)

Immortal Time in PE

• Multiple-event-based cohorts
– Exposure: several events over time

– Immortal time if baseline is first event
• E.g., between first and second script

– Solution: use last event as baseline
• Use 2nd script as baseline

• Similar issue:
– Requiring 2 claims to define outcome

Immortal Time in PE

• Event-exposure-based cohorts
– Baseline exposed: event plus script

– Definition unexposed: no script 
during follow-up 

– Anyone starting exposure during 
follow-up excluded from unexposed 
group: immortal

– Solution (same as exposure-based):
• You shall not exclude unexposed based 

on exposure during follow-up!

Immortal Time in PE Immortal Time Bias
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Summary Immortal Time Bias

• Definition of cohorts at t0 (exposed, 
unexposed) based on future information

• PE studies vulnerable (“crystal ball”)
• Can easily be avoided:

– Define cohorts as of baseline (think prospective!)
– Start follow-up at cohort definition date (not before)
– Never exclude from cohort based on follow-up data
– “Safest” design: active comparator new user (ACNU)

• You still need to account for treatment 
changes after t0 (e.g., IT, AT)
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